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 Networks are prone to cyber attack.(Example)



Introduction
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 All devices in a network, such as smart farm, energy system, can be the targets by cyber attackers.
• Smart Farms are using an energy through a farm network for IoT devices.
• Relevant parties try to trade energy on the energy network by sending each other messages such as reply or request.
• Now the networks are prone to cyber attack.

 Need a new security network model for smart places.
• Strong security qualification in real time detection.
• (extra) Should detect an anomaly signal by analyzing features correlation.

 Suggesting Model
• analyzes the anomaly signals of network based on abnormal feature detection

• (extra) detect by analyzing the relationship between each feature to the anomaly detection model.
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Related Works
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 Anomaly Signal
• When the traffic under attacks is anomaly, the EWMA algorithm smooths the large fluctuation too.

• While the AEWMA algorithm can retain the anomaly characteristics of the sample value.
• AEWMA algorithm is more suitable than the EWMA algorithm for DDoS attack detection based on the anomaly characteristics of 

traffic.



Related Works
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 Energy Network for Energy Trade Market
• The energy generators such as the solar system and the home solar system sending a SHARE message.
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Anomaly Detection Model
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 Collection of Network Signals. 
• The ADM consists of the next steps: 

• Network Signal Collection / Feature Analysis / Detection and Update
• It runs a network signal collection as the first step. 
• In the feature analysis step, it processes by analyzing the relationship of features.
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Analysis
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 Feature Analysis 
• Tool: WEKA 3.9.5
• Dataset: KDDCup

• 42 features / Selected : 15 features + 1 feature (f42)



• Case Study: class (f42)
• normal signal vs anomaly signal

training_attack_types:
A list of intrusion types.
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under review



new paper: under review
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 Correlation of Each Feature
• 2 (or 3 including class) features: doesn’t need the calculation
• 13 features: need the calculation

ex) 
- count(f23): Sum of connections to the same destination IP address.
- serror_rate(f25): The percentage of connections that have activated the flag(f4) s0, s1, s2 or s3, 
among the connections aggregated in count(f23).



• Case 2. select ‘f4.flag’ (don’t’need calculation)
• f4.flag: Connection status: SF, S0, S1, S2, S3, OTH, REJ, RSTO, RSTOS0, SH, RSTRH, SHR.



• Case 3. select ‘f23. count’ (calculation)
• f23.count: Sum of connections to the same destination IP address.



• Case 5. select ‘25.serror_rate’ (calculation)
• f25.serror_rate: The percentage of connections that have activated the flag(f4) s0, s1, s2 or s3, among the connections 

aggregated in count(f23).





• Done all features with ‘select attributes’
• Can be dataset as an input in GNN (Graph Neural Networks)



• Flow of the GNN
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Conclusion
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 We have conducted an accuracy analysis based on the feature.
• The problem with the existing methods has been that real-time processing of the anomaly signal discovery is challenging.

 To solve this, we proposed an update of the anomaly signal, focused around the features, and a method to 
detect the anomaly signal based on the selected features.

 In this study (in the algorithm), the features that can be selected from raw data were service(f3) and flag(f4).
 The flag(f4) was selected over service(f3) for its relatively higher accuracy score.

 In the results, it determined the anomaly with 99.7% (0.997) accuracy in f(4)(S0), and in case f(4)(REJ) 
received 11,233 signals with a normal or 171 anomaly judgment accuracy of 98.7% (0.987).




